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We custom design comfortable, beautiful, practical
spaces to meet your exact specifications – from stadiums
to classrooms, theatres, and outdoor grandstands. Our
seating solutions are ergonomically designed, safe and reliable,
serving our customers and their patrons for decades to come.
Using advanced technologies including Revit modeling, we can
help you overcome challenges to achieve optimal seating capacity.
Get the most from any space with flexible designs that enhance your
investment return. Hussey Seating is a partner that delivers global strength
with a trusted local presence. We’ve recently strengthened our longstanding
commitment to Asia-Pacific markets, and we’re by your side with an expanded
regional sales and customer service presence.

TAIWAN

VIETNAM

SINGAPORE
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EDUCATION
Hussey Seating Asia-Pacific has been perfecting space orientation and layout for the
education industry over several decades. This includes the creative arrangement of
lecture halls and classrooms, gymnasiums, and theatres. Let us ensure the greatest
comfort and capacity with versatile seating solutions that enrich the learning experience
and accommodate a variety of school activities.
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1. Seatway™ telescopic platform with Gallery™ chairs. 2. Quattro™ Classic chairs with large writing tablets. 3. Seatway telescopic platform
with Gallery chairs. 4. Quattro Classic chairs. (foreground). MAXAM+™ telescopic platform with Metro™ chairs (background).
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1. Quattro™ Classic chairs with end panels (foreground). MAXAM+™ telescopic platform with Metro™ chairs (background). 2. MAXAM+ telescopic plaftorm
with Metro chairs, fully extended. 3 MAXAM+ telescopic plaftorm with Metro chairs, closed. 4. Seatway™ telescopic platform (foreground). MAXAM+
telescopic platforms with Metro chairs (Midground). MAXAM+ telescopic platforms with Metro chairs (balcony), fully extended. 5. Seatway telescopic platform
(foreground). MAXAM+ telescopic platforms with Metro chairs (Midground). MAXAM+ telescopic platforms with Metro chairs (balcony), closed.
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SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT
We believe sports and entertainment seating should be safe and durable, able to
withstand decades of heavy use and wear. We believe it should offer hours of seating
comfort and unobstructed sight lines. Configurations should be planned to use space
as efficiently as possible, maximizing capacity to give you the strongest return for your
investment. Hussey Seating Asia-Pacific custom-designs solutions to serve all of your –
and your ticketholders’ – needs.
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1. MAXAM™ telescopic bleacher with
Courtside™ XC10 seats, fully extended.
2. MAXAM telescopic bleacher with
Courtside XC10 seats, closed
3. MAXAM+™ telescopic platform with
Metro chairs. 4. MAXAM+ telescopic
platform with Quattro™ Performance
forward fold chairs (bottom section).
Quattro Performance fixed chairs (top
section) Clarin™ VIP portable chairs
(sideline).
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1. Quattro™ Classic fixed chairs. 2. Olympiad™ fixed chairs.
3. Perma-Cap™ bleacher covers. 4. Clarin™ VIP portable chairs
with embroidered logos.
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THEATRE & AUDITORIUM
Whether you’re building new or refurbishing traditional facilities, we can help you create the
perfect interior seating solution to enhance your audience’s experience. We appreciate the
unique style and charm in each theatre and auditorium space – from its size and shape to its
layout and architectural features. Our seating solutions come with a full range of detail seat
attributes to beautifully match any interior surroundings.
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1. Quattro™ Designer chairs with Nostalgia stanchions. 2. Quattro Designer chairs. 3. Quattro Designer chairs. 4. Seatway™ telescopic plaform with chairs.
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CIVIC & PUBLIC PLACES
We combine a vast and diverse product line with decades of applied experience designing
civic and public spaces for clients around the world. Hussey Seating Asia-Pacific is
recognized for its ability to develop creative solutions that maximize value, longevity, and
investment return. Convert any setting into an extraordinary and timeless space that can
accommodate a variety of uses and purposes.
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1. Quattro™ Designer chairs. 2. Quattro Designer chairs. 3. Traditional fixed tables with Swing-Away™ Latitude™ chairs. 4. MXP™ telescopic platforms
with chairs.
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RETRACTABLE SEATING
MAXAM TM

SEATWAY TP TM

MAXAM+TM

BENCH SEATING

PLATFORM CHAIRS

Courtside™ XC10 & XCS12
The world’s only ergonomically designed gym seat
module, the CourtSide provides an individualized
compound contoured seat that incorporates
modern styling, dual texturing and waterfall edges.
457 mm wide and manufactured from 100%
recyclable materials, the CourtSide is the perfect
blend of ergonomic comfort, modern design,
performance and value.

CourtSide™ Wood
All our boards are finger-jointed Southern Pine
Grade “B&B”, the finest available, and are triple
sanded and finished with two separately UV cured
coats of urethane.

Metro™
Metro’s innovative and distinctive design incorporates both comfort and style. The entire seat is molded
using advanced engineering polymers and is available with polymer seats and backs or upholstered back
pads and seats. Metro may be deployed with or without arms and the seat width is easily varied using a
contemporary rail-mounted design for ideal seating layouts or to maximize capacity. Metro is available
with a choice of either semi-automatic or manual fold-down operation.

CourtSide Contoured Backrests
Ergonomically designed for maximum comfort to
provide ideal low- and mid-back support.

Club Bench
The Club Bench closes into a small space, allowing
for a minimum rise per row of just under 260 mm.
The manual folding, preformed plywood seat and
back come with your choice of upholstery. Also
available without the backrest.

Gallery 3™
Available in a variety of widths, with or without
armrests, the fully-upholstered, rail-mounted
Gallery 3 chair features a surprisingly slim
and elegant profile, great for a wide range of
applications. Gallery 3 can be used on row rises
from 244 mm and row depths from 838 mm and is
available in both manual and semi-automatic folddown operation.

MXP TM

Flex-Row™
Create an endless variety of configurations to
accommodate constantly changing needs like team
seating, wheelchair access and scorer’s tables.

CS800™
With a sprung foam seat and back, the fullyupholstered CS800 chair offers big comfort in
a small package. This low-maintenance chair
with folding backrest offers an innovative way
to provide ergonomic comfort in a compact
individual chair with semi-automatic operation.
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FIXED SEATING

PORTABLE SEATING

QUATTRO TM COLLECTION

CLARINTM

MAXAM1 TM

Providing aesthetic as well as practical appeal, the comfort and durability of Clarin portable chairs is legendary. They
are engineered to provide decades of service and keep delivering outstanding value, day after day.

The next generation in portable bleacher seating is MAXAM1. Designed to be the safest and most comfortable
portable bleachers available, MAXAM1™ Portable Bleachers quickly bring the safety, comfort and durability of
large gym bleacher systems to nearly any spot on your facility’s campus.

QUATTRO

QUATTRO TRADITIONAL

QUATTRO PERFORMANCE

From top to bottom, every aspect of the
Quattro Collection has been designed
to balance form and function
in beautiful new ways.
While you may opt for
available end panels,
Quattro Collection’s
stanchions are designed to
be so captivating, they can
stand all on their own.

A perfect blend of old and new, the Quattro
Traditional Collection has a traditional
stanchion and end panel, providing an
elegant solution for those
who prefer a more classic
look. It’s also a perfect
solution when retrofitting
to match an existing décor.

Designed for high-use environments, the
Performance Series is virtually maintenance
free, yet still upholds Quattro’s high
standards for comfort, style and longlasting performance.

LECTURE SEATING

STADIUM

QUATTRO EXTREME

FUSION TM

LEGENDTM

PERMA-CAP TM

Get the luxury of an upholstered
indoor chair with the durability of an
outdoor stadium seat when you choose
Quattro Extreme.

Combining invincible strength with
style and comfort, Fusion features
contemporary lines, a smooth polished
finish and unrivaled performance.

It’s seating fit for a legend. Designed for
comfort, durability and value, Legend is a
classic choice for the ballpark and beyond.

Perma-Cap® covers enhance and protect
your indoor or outdoor bleacher investment,
with installation and maintenance costs
approximately half that of refinishing or
replacing existing seating.

TRADITIONAL SWING-AWAY TM

TRADITIONAL FIXED TABLES

SERVICE & MAINTENANCE

For a fully customized, easy-to-maintain and uniform
lecture hall or classroom, Hussey’s Classic Series swingaway fixed seating is the perfect solution. Our one of
a kind swing-arm technology and shimless pedestal
design takes swing-away seating to the next level.

For more seating mobility that allows for diverse
breakout sessions, choose a Traditional Collection fixed
table with one of our stylish task chairs. Each fixed table
is built to your exact specifications with materials and
accents that fit beautifully into your environment.

Though we’re global in strength, we’re local in service. Hussey Seating Asia-Pacific offers the established
regional presence you need to handle routine service and maintenance on mechanical equipment and
retractable seating systems. Our service and maintenance agreements keep equipment safe and efficient
through the entire lifecycle.
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asia-pacific@husseyseating.com | www.husseyasiapacific.com
Taiwan
3F | 12 Lane 33
WenShan District
Taipei
Taiwan 116
+886.9.1938.6279

Vietnam
27C Nguyen U Di
Thao Dien Ward | Dist. 2
Ho Chi Minh City
Vietnam 70000
+84.91.415.3192

Singapore
One Raffles Place
Level 24 | Tower 1
1 Raffles Place
Singapore 048616
+65.9818.0952

